Abstract-Spectrum sensing is a key enabling functionality in a cognitive radio (CR) network. The fusion problem of cooperative spectrum sensing, for a cognitive radio network equipped with multi-antennas at its base-station, is considered in this paper. The base-station equipped with multi-antennas act as a fusion center which can attain not only the soft information (average power) by its multi-antennas but also the soft or hard information from other cognitive radio users (CR users). We first discuss the soft fusion scheme in which soft information from CR users is sent to the base-station, and exhibit the necessity of deeper cooperation. Due to the limitation of control channel bandwidth, CR users have to send hard information to the base-station. To this end, we propose a hybrid fusion scheme in which both soft and hard information can be fused in the base-station. Furthermore, we present an optimal cooperative spectrum sensing scheme where the global detection probability can be maximized according to the Neyman-Pearson criterion. Extensive simulation results validate that, by using the hybrid fusion scheme, significant improvement on sensing performance can be achieved. 
I. INTRODUCTION
The demand for ubiquitous wireless services has requested the great amount use of wireless spectrum resources which are allocated according to the spectrum management approach. Hence, available spectrum is very scarce for future wireless use [1] , [2] . To alleviate this spectrum scarcity problem, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has opened the use of licensed spectrum by unlicensed users. To this end, it is desirable to adjust the operating parameters rapidly and autonomously in response to the change of operating environments [3] . Secondary users (CR users) should detect the presence of primary user signal rapidly and accurately before the use of primary user's spectrum [4] .
Existing spectrum sensing techniques can be divided into three types [5] : energy detection, matched filter detection [6] , and cyclostationary detection [7] . Energy detection has been widely adopted since it does not require any a priori knowledge of primary signals and has much lower complexity compared to the other two schemes. Therefore, in this paper we only consider the energy detection method. Spectrum sensing is a tough task because of shadowing, and fading nature of wireless channels. To combat these effects, cooperative spectrum sensing schemes have been proposed to take advantage of the spatial diversity in wireless channels by exchanging the information among different CR users [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
In the traditional cooperative sensing schemes, the fusion center and CR users around it have the same detection capability, soft or hard fusion can be used to make the final decision. Practically, the base-station （fusion center）in a centralized cognitive radio network is usually equipped with multi-antennas, and the sensing performance of the fusion center is often much better than other CR users. Thus the traditional fusion algorithm may not be suitable anymore, and investigation of cooperative sensing schemes for a cognitive radio network mentioned above is necessary. Here we consider a typical centralized cognitive radio network where involves a base-station equipped with multi-antennas and some CR users (single antenna) around it, shown as Fig. 1 . Obviously, good sensing performance can be obtained at the base-station by just using multi-antennas. On the other hand, cooperation among CR users around the base-station can also gain greater improvement on sensing performance. Therefore, there are many problems for spectrum sensing schemes to be solved in such kind of cognitive radio network: Does the base-station itself satisfy the sensing performance requirement (not need to cooperate with other CR users)? If it is necessary to cooperate between the base-station and normal CR users? Sequentially, which fusion scheme should be adopted? In this paper, we pay much attention to these problems, and study the sensing performance under different kinds of schemes. Particularly, we come up with a new cooperation scheme named as hybrid fusion, and optimize the sensing performance according to the Neyman-Pearson criterion. Numerical results validate that cooperation among the base-station and other CR users is very favorable, and the proposed hybrid fusion scheme can achieve great improvement on sensing performance even though only a few CR users take part in the information fusion.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describe the system model and introduces the cooperative spectrum sensing scheme base on hard fusion. Section III describes cooperation schemes at the basestation. Section IV verifies the performance of the proposed scheme by numerical simulations. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODE
In a cognitive radio network, the goal of spectrum sensing is to determine whether the primary signal is present or not from the observed signal, this can be formulated into a problem of binary hypothesis test: 
where M is the number of sampling points. The test statistic Y follows chi-square distribution, and its probability density function (PDF), () fycan be written into:
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where (.,.)  is the incomplete gamma function,  is the local threshold and ( , ) u Q a b is the generalized Marcum Q -function [16] .
In fading environment, signal-to-noise power ratio  is a random variable. Thus, we must average d P in (5) over the PDF of SNR, and the average detection probability P in fading channels can be expressed as:
In the Rayleigh channel, SNR  follows exponential PDF given by [10] 1 f
where  is the average SNR. The average detection probability _ 
B. Cooperative Spectrum Sensing Base on Hard Fusion
In this subsection, we address the hard-information based cooperative sensing scheme since the hard fusion rules have minimum communication overhead (control channels) and are easy to implement. In our research, we take the OR rule as an example for hard fusion rules since it is widely adopted and shows good sensing performance.
For simplicity, we focus on the cases where the CR users are independent and identically distributed. The false alarm probability 
Q
of cooperative spectrum sensing scheme based on the OR rule can be present as follows [17] :
According to the definition of the missed detection probability ( m Q ), we can get md QQ  (11) 
Spectrum sensing is a key function of cognitive radio to prevent the harmful interference with licensed users and identify the available spectrum to improve the spectrum utilization. However, detection performance in practice is often compromised with multipath fading, shadowing and receiver uncertainty issues. To mitigate the impact of these issues, cooperative spectrum sensing has been shown as an effective method to improve the detection performance by exploiting spatial diversity.
We present two fusion schemes for a cognitive radio network which has a base-station with multi-antennas. In the first scheme, average power of received signals at the base-station and other CR users in the network are calculated individually, and average power of other CR users are sent to the base-station (fusion center) for making the final decision. Then these statistics are weighted to yield the final test statistic _ soft Y  . If it is greater than the threshold, we make a decision the primary user is present, on the contrary, absent. This scheme is referred hereafter to as soft fusion. In the second fusion scheme, CR users except for the basestation perform spectrum sensing to make decisions(1 bit decision) on whether the primary signal is present or not, then local decisions are sent to the base-station. The basestation can obtain both the soft information (average power from multi-antennas) and hard information (decisions from other CR users). Obviously, better spectrum sensing performance can be achieved if we make full use of both the soft information and the hard information to make a final decision. The second scheme is named as hybrid fusion scheme.
A. Multi-antennas Equal Gain Combination Scheme
There are many kinds of soft fusion schemes, such as maximum likelihood method, optimum linear combination, MRC (maximum ratio squaring law combination), EGC (equal gain squaring law combining), and so on [2, 13, 17] . Equal gain squaring law combining (EGC) are a typical combination scheme since it can achieve satisfied sensing performance and is easy to implement [18] . The EGC scheme weights average power of received signal from each branch with an equal gain, therefore does not requires estimation on channel information.
Test statistic _ bb Y  of the EGC scheme for the basestation with multi-antennas can be expressed as:
where () 
In the Rayleigh channel, false alarm probability , f EGC P is the same as that given in (13) since it is independent of SNR. The PDF of   over the Rayleigh channel is given by [19] .
where   is the average signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) that is the sum of average SNR from each antennas. Averaging (14) over (15), yields the average detection probability ,
, and 11 ( ; ; ) F  is the confluent hypergeometric function. Additionally,
where () i L  is the Laguerre polynomial of degree i .
B. Soft Fusion Scheme
As indicated before, the observed signal consists of possible primary signal and additive noise. To facilitate our discussion, we assume observed signals are normalized with respect to the standard deviation of noise, and signals from multi-antennas and CR users are mutually independent in statistical sense and ideally distributed. For soft fusion schemes, normalized power from different antennas and CR users are summed to yield the test statistic at the base-station, and the final decision is made based on the comparison between the test statistic and the threshold.
The test statistic _ soft Y  of the soft fusion is the sum of the average power from all antennas at the base-station and all CR users around the base-station, 
where L is the number of antennas, and N is the number of CR users. In addition, i Y denotes average power from i-th antenna, and k Y is average power from k-th CR user.
Analogous to (13) , false alarm probability , f soft P can be written into: 
The PDF of   in the Rayleigh channel is given by
The average detection probability in the Rayleigh channel , 
Ray

C. Hybrid Fusion Scheme
In general, due to the bandwidth limitations of control channels, CR users have to quantize their sensing results. One bit quantization based on decision fusion (hard fusion) is widely adopted for its satisfied sensing performance and minimum requirement for the bandwidth of control channel. A parallel fusion sensing network is considered in which CR users send their final decision to the base-station [19] .
After performing spectrum sensing in each CR user, total power of the base-station (soft information) from multi-antennas can be attained, and decisions from CR users around the base-station are sent to the base-station. The base-station can employ hard fusion scheme that make use of hard information from CR users to make the final decision, and can also utilize multi-antennas to detect the presence of the primary signal independently. Obviously, these two kinds of sensing schemes are not optimal since only hard information is used in the first scheme and only soft information is adopted in the second one. To enhance the sensing performance, the fusion center needs to make full use of both soft and hard information to make a final decision (hybrid fusion scheme). In our proposed hybrid fusion scheme, we first transform hard information (1 bit decision) from CR users into soft information (quantized power) so that hard information can be combined with soft information, then power from multi-antennas and quantized power from CR users are added to yield the final test statistic.
Taking average power as the test statistic, a CR user makes a decision that the primary signal is present if its average power is larger than the local threshold local  (threshold taken in each CR user). Then bit '1' is transmitted to the base-station via the control channel, and the base-station set the power of this CR user as 1 Y in our quantization scheme. On the contrary, the basestation set the power of this CR user as 0 Y . This process is exhibited in Fig. 2 where the test space is divided into two areas 1 R and 2 R . We assume that the errors due to reporting channels are negligible, and further assume the number of CR 
users who send bit '1' to the base-station is a and the number of CR users who send bit '0' to the base-station is b , where (
When exploiting equal gain combination, the total power of signals received by CR users (except for the base-station) in a cognitive radio network can be given by In this subsection, a new scheme called hybrid fusion scheme, which can make full use of soft information from the base-station and hard information from CR users, is proposed, and the final test statistic is also given.
1) Optimal local threshold
We have illustrated the quantization scheme of hard information from CR users for a cognitive radio network having a base-station with multi-antennas, and note the global detection and false alarm probabilities are both functions of the local threshold. In this subsection, we will address the method for selecting the local threshold using optimization and simulation.
The global detection and false alarm probabilities can be written into, _1 { | }. 
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we evaluate the sensing performance of the soft and hybrid fusion scheme for a cognitive radio network equipped with multi-antennas at its base-station over Rayleigh channels. Moreover, we pay much attention to the hybrid fusion scheme, and compare its sensing performance with some traditional schemes.
Both theoretical simulations and Monte Carlo simulations are carried out in most cases, and the Monte Carlo experiment is done for 10 5 times.
A. Soft Fusion Scheme
We mainly compare sensing performance of the soft fusion scheme with two kinds of traditional schemes, which are the EGC combination scheme(multi-antennas EGC) for signals from multi-antennas and the hard fusion scheme based on OR rule (OR rule) at the base-station. 3 shows the complementary ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curves of three kinds of schemes are mentioned above in a cognitive radio network with a few CR users (number of CR users 10 N  ). In this figure, the numbers of antennas is 4 L  , signal to noise power ratio is 10 SNR dB  and the number of sampling points is 200 M  .It can be readily seen that, comparing to other kinds of schemes, soft fusion that exploit soft information from multi-antennas and other CR users to make the final decision, can significantly improve the sensing performance. This is due to the fact that only hard information from CR users is employed in the OR rule scheme, and only soft information from multi-antennas is adopted in multi-antennas EGC scheme. For a cognitive radio network with many CR users ( 50 N  ), Fig. 4 illustrates the performance comparison among the three kinds of schemes when other parameters are the same as that in the Fig. 3 except that the number of CR users is different (N=50). For 0.01 f Q  , the probability of missed detection using soft fusion, the multi-antennas EGC, and the OR rule is 0.0008, 0.541 and 0.152, respectively. Similar to what observed in Fig. 3 , Soft fusion always outperforms multi-antennas EGC and OR rule. Moreover, improvement of sensing performance becomes larger with an increasing in the number of CR users. In the following, we pay our attention to the improvement on sensing performance when SNR varies. The detection probability versus SNR curves of different fusion schemes for 10 and 50 CR users are shown in Fig.  5 and Fig. 6 , respectively. In these figures, the false alarm probability 0.01 f Q  , and the number of antennas in the base-station L=8. It can be readily seen that theoretical calculations accord with simulated results exactly. Further, the same conclusions as that obtained in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 can also be attained. From all mentioned above, we conclude that soft fusion scheme works best among schemes based on OR rule, multi-antennas EGC and soft fusion. Moreover, the improvement on sensing performance is increased significantly when increasing the number of CR users participating information fusion. Further, better sensing performance can be achieved if more information is employed in cooperation schemes, especially more soft information is adopted in the final decision.
B. Hybrid Fusion Scheme
Soft fusion makes use of soft information (average power) from multi-antennas at the base-station and CR users around the base-station can attain excellent sensing performance. However, it is not practical for CR users to send their soft information due to the limitation of control channel bandwidth. Consequently we propose hybrid fusion scheme that can combine soft information from multi-antennas and hard information from CR users. In the following, we mainly discuss the performance of hybrid fusion over Rayleigh channels.
For the hybrid problem, we need to seek the optimum local threshold that maximizes the global probability of detection for a given value of global false alarm probability based on (25). However, no analytical expression can be attained for global probabilities of detection and false alarm. Consequently, we have to fall back on Monte Carle method, and the experiment runs for 10 5 times.
Curves of global detection probability  is tested from 0 to 10 with a step size of 0.05. From Fig. 7 , it can be seen that global detection probability varies steeply when the local threshold is in the range of 0.75 to 1.35. Also, when the local threshold * 1.14 local   , there is a peak value of global detection probability in which the optimal spectrum sensing performance can be obtained. In Fig. 8 , the number of CR users is 50, and the sensing performance is close to the optimal performance when the local threshold varies from 1 to 1.25. Additionally, the optimal local threshold is also * 1.14 local  
. Extensive experiments confirm that there is always a global optimal threshold in which the global detection probability can be maximized. Further, when the number of CR users is larger, sensing performance can approach the optimal performance even though the value of local threshold varies in a larger range. The missed detection probability m Q versus false alarm probability f Q is exhibited in Fig. 9 . It can be seen from this figure, the sensing performance of hybrid scheme is much better than the other two kinds of schemes for the case there are only a few CR users ( 10 N  ) in the cognitive radio network. For a given f Q , e.g., 0.1
missed detection probabilities ( m Q ) for the hybrid fusion, the OR rule, and the multi-antennas EGC are 0.04, 0.15, and 0.2, respectively. The similar figure is plotted in Fig.  10 , where the number of CR users is 50 and other parameters are the same as that in Fig. 9 . We note the global miss detection probabilities m Q for the three kinds of schemes mentioned above are 0.00014, 0.01284 and 0.1492, respectively. Clearly, the hybrid scheme improves the sensing performance significantly as CR users increases, and excellent sensing performance can be attained when the number of CR users is larger. Extensive simulated and theoretical results reveal that a global optimal threshold for the hybrid scheme, in which the global detection probability can be maximized, can always be attained. Also, obvious improvement on spectrum sensing performance can be obtained by using the hybrid fusion scheme. Further, the more CR users there are in the cognitive radio network, the greater the sensing performance improvement.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper illustrates the problem of primary user detection in a cognitive radio network with its basestation equipped with multi-antennas.
We first analyze sensing performance of the soft fusion scheme in which soft information from CR users is sent to the base-station, and conclude that very good spectrum sensing performance can be achieved by using soft fusion scheme.
We then propose a hybrid fusion scheme which can make full use of hard information (1 bit decision) from CR users and soft information from multi-antennas at the base-station. Further, we maximize the global detection probability according to the Neyman-Pearson criterion, and determine the optimal local threshold for the hybrid fusion scheme. Extensive experiments confirm that there is always a global optimal threshold in which the global detection probability can be maximized, and the new proposed scheme can attain significant improvement on spectrum sensing performance compared to traditional schemes.
